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for being the helping hand that both the book and I desperately needed. You

are my personal miracle.
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Thank you Murklin, your Occam's razor kept me grounded.

To the Fine Tuner:
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Preface

Nothing in the material sphere is sanctioned exclusion from the bonds of

interconnection, not even art. Thus, the conjecture that art, as much as one

would like to believe, is crafted for the sake of itself, is not quite true.

Instead, the purpose of art is the psychological metamorphosis of the

observer. And what is literature but a form of art which strings words into

coherent sentences holding the potential to transform lives. It is undeniable

that the hull of literature is entertainment, but it must never be forgotten that

the soul of literature is education.

Our world is in desperate need of a renaissance but not of art, or science, or

politics. We are in need of a mental renaissance. The book, Hypnagogic

Shifters: Superposition, is an attempt at assisting the process of evolution and

recalibration of a human mind.

People living in contemporary times have lost their connection to nature, to

their spiritual evolution and to their humanity. We are living in the age of

materialism, which is fuelled by the unrelenting engine of capitalistic greed.

Preoccupied by the glitter of the external world, and deceived by the false

ego, a majority of the population has lost sight of the true self.

This book was written to serve as a model to be employed for encouraging

the art of questioning, and thus subsequently seeking answers to all the eternal

questions of the universe.

No grand claims of enlightening the reader with absolute truths are made.

Truth is perhaps the most subjective concept ever introduced into human

language...there are billions of ‘truths’ in the universe waiting to be

discovered. Thus, if any claims are to be made, there is only one; the book is

a mirror of the voyager’s soul. It was crafted in a manner to operate like a

fractal, from small it moves to large and from large back to the small. Read

slow, and think hard, for the deeper you connect, the more you shall see.



Prologue • Mina

Bend thy knee to higher beings, grovel low to dust,

Misplace faith in truth that tiny minds were taught to trust,

For breakdown comes and inevitably, all things must rust...

She waited by the bedroom window, her expectant eyes pointed towards the

curve of the lane. Strands of misty air swirled around the jade of the gigantic

firs lining the grey lane which, at the moment, was barren of life. The short

staccato yelp of a dog mingled with the murmur of distant automobile engines.

Five, four, three, two, one...she counted but no incident manifested to break

the monotony of the emptiness below her.

She glanced at the clock. Two minutes past seven. Panic thrust out its

roots into her mind, its branches blossoming into a frown upon her face. Then

the delicate tinkle of a bicycle bell punctuated the silence. Her frown

morphed into a smile as the newspaper boy sailed down the lane, hurling

rolls of paper as he passed each door.

There was nothing extraordinary about the boy; she neither knew his name

nor was it of any concern to her. He was a mere paperboy, one of thousands

employed by the city, but ever since she had embarked on this voyeuristic

ritual, he had never missed a single day of work. Her admiration of his strict

devotion to routine had created a curious dependency, leading her to

associate the boy with the start of her day. My lucky mascot.

Her eyes trailed the boy as he disappeared around the corner. She spun

around to survey the bed and its sleeping occupant. Herve lay cocooned in the

folds of white. A tender smile crept over her mouth. He had given her four

years of marital bliss. He stirred, grinned at her and said, “Morning love.”

Glancing at the clock, he frowned. “Dammit! I’m late.”

“No, you’re not, it’s just seven.”

“Nope. It’s eight.”

“No,” she countered, staring up at the clock, “I jus—”she stopped. The

needle pointed at a quarter past eight. How is that possible? “But it was

seven just a minute ago...” She frowned, unable to account for the missing

hour.

“Maybe you read the clock wrong. No tea today?” asked Herve as he



disappeared into the washroom.

“I can’t believe I saw the wrong time,” she muttered racing down the

stairs to the kitchen. Every morning she greeted Herve with a cup of tea, but

today she was yet to prepare the infusion. Worse, she had failed to rouse him

from slumber. Unease slithered into her as she placed the kettle on the

burner... Two of her rituals had been annulled. She was falling behind her

daily schedule.

“Babe,” Herve called from the bedroom. “Where are the papers?”

Letting out a gasp, she rushed to the front door. “You’ll have them in a

moment.” In truth, the papers had slipped her mind.

Prying the door open, she peered outward. Creamy nebulous mists cradled

the ground waiting for the sun’s heat to melt them away. She drew in a sharp

breath of annoyance. Instead of being positioned at a few easy paces from the

doorstep, the roll of paper lay stranded on the far pavement. A minor

anomaly...nonetheless the unease magnified.

A moist lawn sprinkled with eggshell white daisies lay between the newsroll and her. Tangerine boards, which corralled out the neighbors, lined both

edges of the grass. She directed her attention towards the fence on her right.

The garden beyond the fence in observation was a bewildering riot of

colors and ornaments; pale peach roses, azure cornflowers, red poppies

interspersed with strange metallic objects in a variety of queer shapes.

The garden disgusted her, for it distorted the symmetry of every other

well-pruned lawn in the neighborhood, but all polite attempts to make the

owner retract the oddities had failed. She detested interacting with the

eccentric resident of the outlandish landscape, but at the moment, the lawn

lacked human life.

She smiled. Luck was on her side. Bolting forward like a purposeful beam

of light, she sprinted out to the pavement. Grabbing the roll, she whirled back

towards the house when the distinct crackle of leaves being trampled, froze

her frantic motion. The sound emanated from the lawn she wished to evade.

“Mina! Mina!” a cheerful voice called. The voice belonged to a face lined

with wrinkles. A few rays of sudden sunshine penetrated through the clouds to

alight on the woman’s shoulders. Her silver hair gleamed in the gold of the

sun, sending out radiant flecks of light. “Come here!” The grinning woman

beckoned at her.

Seething from within, Mina fabricated a smile and trudged to the fence.

The intoxicating perfume of the wild garden’s motley flora floated around the
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